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Sterile neutrino direct detection?
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Signature of keV sterile neutrino detection
Detection idea: look for a reaction T →3 He + e− + N
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Searching for sterile neutrinos in lab. . .
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. . . in the grand scheme of things
Boyarsky, Drewes, Lasserre, Mertens, Ruchayskiy [1807.07938]
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PTOLEMY experiment

Goals:
1. Detect CNB
2. Accurate measurement of mν
(anyway necessary before
detecting CNB)
3. eV and/or keV sterile neutrino
detection (?)

Key challenges:
1. Statistics: extreme amount of
tritium
2. Systematics: extreme energy
resolution is required
3. Extreme background rates from
the target
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Signature of keV sterile neutrino detection
I Detection idea: look for a reaction T →3 He + e− + N
I Signature: [1810.06711]

I Main problem: large background from the regular tritium decay
I Solution: more statistics – one has NT ∼ 1025 , taking 10% of them
we can resolve the signal to noise ratio
S
1
∼√
∼ 10−12
N
NT
I See, however

(1)

[Boyarsky, Cheianov, Cheipesh (to appear)]
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Constraining sterile neutrino

I Constraining sterile neutrino in the lab is more than challenging
I Fortunately, sterile neutrino has a number of distinct
astrophysical/cosmological signatures that can be used to explore its
properties
I Together with laboratory searches for heavier sterile neutrinos this
may allow to explore parameter space of the minimal sterile neutrino
model
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Tremaine-Gunn bound
In 1979 when S. Tremaine and J. Gunn published in Phys. Rev. Lett. a
paper “Dynamical Role of Light Neutral Leptons in Cosmology”
I The smaller is the mass of Dark matter particle, the larger is the
number of particles in an object with the mass Mgal
I Average phase-space density of any fermionic DM should be
smaller than density of degenerate Fermi gas
Mgal
2mDM 4
≥ 4π 3
(2π~)3
3 Rgal

1
4π 3
3 v∞

I Objects with highest phase-space density – dwarf spheroidal galaxies
– lead to the lower bound on the fermionic DM mass
MDM & 300 − 400 eV [0808.3902]
I More stringent bounds based on Lioville theorem are
model-dependent [Boyarsky, Bondarenko, .Fairbain, Read, . . . to appear]
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Main sterile neutrino DM signatures
The dark matter power spectrum

University of Durham

I It is warm (born relativistic and cool down later)
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I It is decaying (via small mixing with an active neutrino state)
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Sterile neutrino as warm dark matter
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Warm dark matter

The

I Particles are born relativistic ⇒ they do not cluster
I Relativistic particles free stream out of overdense regions and
dark
matter power spectrum
smooth primordial inhomogeneities
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– Particle velocities means
that warm dark matter has
effective pressure that
prevents small structure from
collapsing
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What is “warm dark matter” observationally?

Warm dark matter:
I Same structures as in
CDM Universe at scales
of Mpc and above ⇒
no signatures in CMB or
galaxy counts
I Decreasing number of
small galaxies around
Milky Way
I Decreasing number of
small satellite galaxies
within Milky Way halo
I Can help with “too big
to fail” or “missing
satellites” problems

on of the projected dark matter density in COCO - COLD (left) and the 3.3 keV COCO - WARM Universe (right). From top to bottom,
snapshots at z = 10, z = 6, z = 1 of the projected mass density in cubes of side 2 h 1 Mpc, centred on the most massive group
els show zooms of a 5 ⇥ 1010 h 1 M halo at z = 0 in a cube of side 150 h 1 kpc. The emergence of small haloes at early
DM case, when the WDM distribution is much smoother. The formation of large haloes occurs at roughly the same time in the two
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Satellite number and properties
I Warm dark matter erases substructures – compare
number of dwarf galaxies inside the Milky Way
with “predictions”
I Simulations: The answer depends how you “light
up” satellites
I Observations: We do not know how typical
10 M. R. Lovell et al.
Milky Way is
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Figure 8. The abundance of galaxies for the satellite systems as a function of M200 . We Lovell,
define theBoyarsky+
Local Group mass
as the sum of the
MW/M31 M200 values. The satellites tally includes all satellite galaxies of M⇤ > 105 M within 300 kpc The left panel uses satellites with
M⇤ > 105 M , and the right panel subhaloes with Vmax > 15 km s 1 , irrespective of whether the subhalo hosts a galaxy. The black squares,
blue circles, and red triangles denote the CDM, LA10, and LA120 systems respectively. The dashed green lines show the number of
observed satellites within the stellar mass and radius limits as compiled by McConnachie (2012); the dashed orange lines show the same14 / 38

Counting satellites
Boyarsky, Ruchayskiy with Lovell et al. [1611.00010]

The same number of luminous satellites, but different number of dark
satellites
I Warm dark matter erases substructures – compare number of dwarf
galaxies inside the Milky Way with “predictions”
I Simulations: The answer depends how you “light up” satellites
I Observations: We do not know how typical Milky Way is
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Counting satellites
Boyarsky, Ruchayskiy with Lovell et al. [1611.00010]

I The way out is to detect dark substructures directly
I This can be done via strong gravitational lensing

The same number of luminous satellites, but different number of dark
satellites

I Warm dark matter erases substructures – compare number of dwarf
galaxies inside the Milky Way with “predictions”
I Simulations: The answer depends how you “light up” satellites
I Observations: We do not know how typical Milky Way is
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Strong gravitational lensing

Einstein ring: large red galaxy
lenses distant blue galaxy (almost on
the line-of-sight).

Einstein cross: 4 images of a
distant quasar
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Dark substructures detection via arcs

S. Vegetti
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Tilt of the substructure mass function

Ruling out cold or warm dark matter

Implications?

I Current detection limits
9
M
Cutoff/suppression
sub ∼ 10 Mof the DM power-spectrum
I Future surveys (more
lenses/arcs) will bring the
detection limits Msub ∼ 106 M
I If now substructures of this size
will be found ⇒ CDM is
ruled out! No more direct
detection experiments, axion
DM searches, etc
I If such substructures are found
– WDM strongly disfavoured,
et al.
2011 . .
no sterile Dunstan
neutrino
DM.

Range of current
two detections

e.g. Warm Dark Matter

Cutoff of the substructure mass function

Monday, September 16, 13
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Lyman-α forest

I Neutral hydrogen absorption line at λ = 1215.67Å
(Ly-α absorption 1s → 2p)

I Absorption occurs at λ = 1215.67Å in the local reference frame of
hydrogen cloud.
I Observer sees the forest: λ = (1 + z)1215.67Å
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Suppression in the flux power spectrum (SDSS)
1000
CDM
0.0
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
100 discussion applies to NRP sterile neutrinos in the DW 8.0
All of the above
framework, as their
10.0
phase-space distribution function is quasi-thermal and thus exhibits thermal-like
features notably in
16.0
20.0
the matter power spectrum transfer function. Resonantly-produced (RP) sterile neutrinos on the
50.0
3
other hand, such as produced in an MSW -like resonance introduced by Shi and
Fuller [20], feature a
120.0
non-Fermi component in their velocity-space distribution [21] and therefore display
700.0a di↵erent transfer

I CMB and large scale observations fix
matter power spectrum at large scales
I Based on this we can predict the
ΛCDM matter power spectrum at
small scales
I WDM predicts suppression (cut-off) in3
the matter power spectrum as
compared to the CDM

k3P(k)

What we want to detect

function from the one illustrated in Fig. 1. Incorporating this resonant component requires running
10 code to compute the RP neutrino’s phase-space distribution and transfer
a dedicated Boltzmann
functions, which is beyond the scope of this work. The authors of [22] have derived RP constraints
from Ly-↵ forest data by approximating their transfer function at the relevant scales with a mixed Cold
+ Warm Dark Matter model,
Ms=7where
keV the relative abundance of the cold and warm species encodes
the lepton asymmetry parameter
Mth=1.4 L.
keVWe plan on following their method in a forthcoming study.
Refs [21, 23] provide an extensive overview of sterile neutrinos as dark matter and their impact on
1
cosmology given several production mechanisms.
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Flux Power Spectrum from the Ly-↵ Forest

3D linear matter power spectra

What we observe
I We observe flux power spectrum –
projected along the line-of-sight power
spectrum of neutral hydrogen
absorption lines

Figure 3. Dimensionless Ly-↵ flux power spectra 2' (k) = P' (k) ⇥ k/⇡ from our selected sample in BOSS
DR9. Color encodes redshift bin. Solid lines are the simulation results in each redshift bin from our benchmark
model described in Sec. 4.

BOSS (SDSS-III) Ly-α [1512.01981]

This work is based on the one-dimensional flux power spectrum measured using the first release
of BOSS quasar data [24]. From a parent sample consisting of ⇠ 60, 000 SDSS-III/BOSS DR9
quasars [12–14, 25–27], we select the 13, 821 spectra that have high signal-to-noise ratio, no
20broad
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absorption line features, no damped or detectable Lyman-limit systems, and an average resolution

High-resolution Ly-α forest
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Warm dark matter predicts suppression
(cut-off) in the flux power spectrum
derived from the Lyman-α forest data
Lyman-α from HIRES data [1306.2314]

I HIRES flux power spectrum exhibits suppression at small scales
I Is this warm dark matter?
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But we measure neutral hydrogen!

Lyman-α forest method is based on the underlying assumption
The distribution of neutral hydrogen follows the DM distribution
Baryonic effects
I Temperature at redshift z (Doppler broadening) – increases
hydrogen absorption line width
I Pressure at earlier epochs (gas expands and then needs time to recollapse
even if it cools)
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Temperature? Pressure? WDM?
Garzilli, Magalich, Theuns, Frenk, Weniger, Ruchayskiy, Boyarsky [1809.06585]

Temperature
WDM
Pressure
4
I CDM with the IGM temperature ∼ 10 K is able to explain the
MIKE/HIRES flux power spectrum
I Different thermal histories (onset/intensity of reionization) are able
to explain power spectra
I . . . and so can WDM with a reasonable thermal history
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What is known about the IGM thermal history?
Current measurements of IGM temperature
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I There are many measurements
at z < 5
I There is a single measurement
above z = 6
I History of reionization at higher
redshifts is poorly constrained
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Warm dark matter may have been discovered
Garzilli, Boyarsky, Ruchaiskiy,. . . 2015, 2018, 2019

[Onorbe et al. 2016]

[Garzilli et al. [1912.09397]]

I Universe reionizes late
I CDM is ruled out for such reionization scenario (even if
instantaneous temperature is varied)
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Sterile neutrino as decaying DM
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An unidentified spectral line was detected at energy
∼ 3.5 keV I
Boyarsky+ PRL 2014
Bulbul+ ApJ 2014
For a recent review see “Sterile Neutrino Dark Matter ” [1807.07938]

Objects

Many detections

Milky way & Andromeda galaxies, Perseus
cluster, Draco dSph, distant clusters.
COSMOS & Chandra deep fields

Systematics?

Detection with 4 different
telescopes:

XMM MOS and PN cameras, Chandra,
Suzaku, NuStar
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Astronomical line?

Hitomi observation of the Perseus galaxy
cluster ruled out the interpretation as
Potassium or any other narrow atomic line.
Sulphur ion charge exchange? (Gu+ 2015 & 2017;
Shah+ 2016)
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Strong line in the Milky Way
Boyarsky, Ruchayskiy, et al. [1812.10488] + update

I 41 Msec of quiescent Milky
Way regions (100 to 35◦ ) +
extra 8 Msec (35◦ to 45◦ ).
I The data split into 6 radial bin
I Line is detected in 4 bins with
> 3σ and in 2 bins with > 2σ
significance
I Good background model in the
interval 2.8 − 6 keV plus
10 − 11 keV
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Is this a dark matter line?
Boyarsky, Ruchayskiy, et al. [1812.10488] + update

Surface brightness profile in the
Galaxy

2

I Assuming any reasonable DM
profile we get ∼ 7σ detection
(higher with reg6)
I Radial profile different from
nearby astronomical lines
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The signal is not astrophysical
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Boyarsky, Ruchayskiy, et al. [1812.10488] + update
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The radial profile of the 3.5 keV line is significantly more shallow than
radial profiles of nearby astrophysical lines
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Future: X-ray spectrometers I
I Short flight of Hitomi demonstrated
that the origin of the line can be
quickly checked with spectrometers
I Hitomi replacement – XRISM is scheduled to be launched in 2021
With X-ray spectrometer one can

I Check the width of the line (for Perseus cluster the difference in line
broadening between atomic lines (v ∼ 180 km/sec) and DM line
(v ∼ 1000 km/sec) is visible)

I See the structure (doublets/triplets) of lines (if atomic)
I Check exact position of the line (Redshift of the line is Perseus was
detected at 2σ with XMM – easily seen by XRISM)
I Confirm the presence of the line with known intensity from all the
previous detection targets: Milky Way, M31, Perseus, etc.
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Future: X-ray spectrometers II

Athena+ (2028)

I Large X-ray missing – combination of spectrometry and imaging
I Era of dark matter astronomy begins
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Conclusions
I Sterile neutrino DM remains and interesting, promising and viable
DM candidate.
I It is very difficult to be detected directly, but potentially possible
with new generation experiments like Ptolemy.
I Astrophysical effects of sterile neutrinos are often degenerate with
baryonic effects, any ”detections” and ”constraints” should be taken
with care
I Nevertheless, robust detections/exclusions will be possible in the
next 5-10 years
I There are hints consistent with ∼ 7 keV sterile neutrinos both in
Lyman-α forest and X-ray data
I This claims can be robustly tested with XRISM (2022-2023); DESI,
4MOST . . . . . . SKA; gravitational lensing, stellar streams
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Stay tuned
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Dessert et al. Science (March 2020) [1812.06976]
I Quantity sin2 (2θ) – sterile neutrino DM mixing angle – is proportional to dark matter
decay width
I This mixes physical limit (flux) with their assumptions about DM distribution in the Galaxy
I Ignoring all this, dark matter interpretation has sin2 (2θ) & 2 × 10−11 give or take a

factor of few

I Deep exposure dataset
(30 Msec) of Milky Way regions
5◦ − 45◦
I Self-invented complicated
statistical analysis instead of a
standard fitting approach, used
by the X-ray community
I At face value this rules out
dark matter interpretation by a
factor ∼ 10
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Proper modeling at narrow interval
Boyarsky et al. [2004.06601]; also Abazajian [2004.06170]
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Line Flux, ph/cm2/s
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PowerLaw
3 Lines (3.3-3.8 keV);
Norms frozen
3.3

3.4

3.5

3 Lines(3.3-3.8 keV)
Norms free
5 Lines(3.-4. keV)
Norms free
E, keV

3.6

3.7

3.8

I The background is
non-monotonic at the
interval of energies
3.3-3.8 keV where they
perform search
I There are other lines in
this interval
I Not including them into
the model artificially
raises the continuum
⇒ reduce any line

Blue data points: lines with ≥ 3σ significance
Magenta data points: lines with ≥ 3σ significance (4σ for E = 3.48 keV)
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Dark matter content
C. Frenk et al. The Milky Way total mass profile as inferred from Gaia DR2 [1911.04557]
Lovell et al. [1411.0311]

Dessert et al. assumes
ρ = 0.4 GeV/cm3

I To rule out “mixing angle” as inferred in our work from the center
of M31 you should marginalize over uncertainties in DM densities
of M31 vs. Milky Way
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